If You Can’t Beat the Fed, Then Join Them!
It has long been said that “if you can’t beat them, join them” and the Fed in 2022 is no exception. Is
there hope for fixed income investors? Absolutely!
Chairman Powell and his friends seem determined to cause pain for fixed income investors on their
tireless journey to crush runaway inflation, and the worst part is, they may not be able to do it.
Fixed Income ETFs have suffered greatly at the hands of the Fed this year and there are very few places
to hide. Out of 561 fixed income ETFs in the category, only 28 had a positive YTD return¹. That’s more
than 95% that are delivering “pain”, with an average YTD Return of -13.56%, and with some delivering
excruciating pain in the -40% neighborhood².
So if you can’t “Fight the Fed”, and you can’t “Hide from the Fed”, what is a fixed income investor to do?
Join the Fed!
The funds that have shown resilience in this market are those that for the most part invoke unique
strategies that display “all-weather” attributes or those that move inversely with the yield curve.
The ClearShares Ultra-Short Maturity ETF (NYSE Arca: OPER) came in at #7 on the list of positive YTD
Return ETFs and has tracked closely to the fed funds rate historically. As the Fed continues to raise rates,
or even if they pause, OPER investors should benefit.
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OPER is a distinct ultra-short strategy that utilizes tri-party repurchase agreements (repos) as it’s
investment strategy. Repurchase agreements are institutional lending transactions that finance
fixed income securities holdings for banks and broker-dealers using the securities as collateral.
The securities and cash are held by a tri-party custodian. Some of the key attributes of OPER
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Only accepts US government, US Agency, and Agency MBS securities as collateral
Receives between 2% and 20% of excess collateral over the loan amount providing
significant protection from price volatility of the pledged securities
Trades typically range from overnight up to one month
BNY Mellon is the fiduciary tri-party custodian
OPER has the contractual ability to invoke early terminations on repo agreements with
counterparties to meet redemptions

When adding a price volatility measurement to this short list of positive YTD Return ETFs, we see
that the funds with the highest returns are typically the funds with the highest risk based on
Daily Return Standard Deviation*³. Of the funds with a calculated Daily Return Standard
Deviation, OPER’s value of 0.0050% is the lowest in the group⁴.
When taking into account OPER’s very limited volatility and it’s positive return profile in the
current environment, OPER could be a very viable investment option as a cash alternative or a
core fixed income holding for client accounts.
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*Standard deviation is a statistical measurement that, when applied to the rate of return of an
investment, provides an assessment of that investment's historical volatility.
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